You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for JVC KD-G311. You'll find the
answers to all your questions on the JVC KD-G311 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories,
etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
There are no user serviceable parts inside the unit; leave all servicing to qualified service personnel. 3. CAUTION: Visible and invisible laser radiation when
open and interlock failed or defeated. If you need to operate the receiver while driving, be sure to look ahead carefully or you may be involved in a traffic
accident. If a disc cannot be recognized by the receiver or cannot be ejected, ejects the disc as follows. How to reset your unit If this does not work, try to
reset your receiver. â· Be careful not to drop the disc when it ejects. Note: Only for [EX] model users in UK and European countries For security reasons, a
numbered ID card is provided with this receiver, and the same ID number is imprinted on the receiver's chassis. Keep the card in a safe place, as it will help
the authorities to identify your receiver if stolen. How to read this manual .
How to use the MODE button . Do not raise the volume level too much, as this will block outside sounds, making driving dangerous. â· Stop the car before
performing any complicated operations. @@@@@@ ex. : When number button 2 works as MO (monaural) button.
@@You can control this receiver with an optionally purchased remote controller. You cannot select "CD" as the playback source if there is no disc in the
loading slot. To turn off the power Discs produce very little noise compared with other sources. Lower the volume before playing a disc to avoid damaging the
speakers by the sudden increase of the output level. Adjust the sound as you want.
If no operations are done for about 20 seconds, display demonstration starts. To check the current clock time when the power is turned off Lights up when
receiving an FM stereo broadcast with sufficient signal strength. When a station is received, searching stops. You can preset six stations for each band. Lights
up when monaural mode is activated. To restore the stereo effect, repeat the same procedure so that the MO indicator goes off. "SSM" flashes, then
disappears when automatic presetting is over. Local FM stations with the strongest signals are searched and stored automatically in the FM band. 5 MHz into
the preset number 4 of the FM1 band. You can tune in to a station broadcasting your favorite programme by searching for a PTY code.
If there is a station broadcasting a programme of the same PTY code as you have selected, that station is tuned in. What you can do with RDS rDS (Radio
Data System) allows FM stations to send an additional signal along with their regular programme signals. By receiving the RDS data, this receiver can do the
following: Â· Other PTY codes into other preset numbers. TA Standby Reception allows the receiver to switch temporarily to Traffic Announcement (TA) from
any source other than AM. The volume changes to the preset TA volume level (see page 21). You can store six favorite programme types. 2 Select the preset
number (1 Â 6) you (This occurs when you are listening to an FM station without the RDS signals required for TA Standby Reception. ) To activate TA
Standby Reception, tune in to another station providing these signals. PTY Standby Reception allows the receiver to switch temporarily to your favorite PTY
programme from any source other than AM. To activate PTY Standby Reception, tune in to another station providing these signals.
When driving in an area where FM reception is not sufficient enough, this receiver automatically tunes in to another FM RDS station of the same network,
possibly broadcasting the same programme with stronger signals (see the illustration below). When shipped from the factory, NetworkTracking Reception is
activated. All tracks will be played repeatedly until you change the source or eject the disc. MP3 and WMA (Windows MediaÂ® Audio) "tracks" (words "file"
and "track" are used interchangeably) are recorded in "folders. Total playing time of Total track number the inserted disc of the inserted disc Total file
number Elapsed playing time Current track number To the beginning of the current track, then the previous tracks.
To use folder search on MP3/WMA discs, it is required that folders are assigned with 2-digits number at the beginning of their folder names--01, 02, 03, and
so on. @@In this case, the TAG indicator will not light up. You can use only one of the following playback modes at a time. @@You can select a preset sound
mode suitable to the music genre. @@Indication pattern changes as you adjust the level.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@You can change the maximum volume level of this receiver. @@@@Before detaching the control panel, be
sure to turn off the power. @@@@Make sure there is no obstacle in between. @@@@Â Do not leave the battery with other metallic materials. Â Do not
poke the battery with tweezers or similar tools. @@Turns on and off the power and also attenuates the sound. @@ To keep discs clean A dirty disc may not
play correctly. If a disc does become dirty, wipe it with a soft cloth in a straight line from center to edge. â· Do not use any solvent (for example, conventional
record cleaner, spray, thinner, benzine, etc. New discs may have some rough spots around the inner and outer edges.
If such a disc is used, this receiver may reject the disc. To remove these rough spots, rub the edges with a pencil or ball-point pen, etc. Moisture may condense
on the lens inside the CD player in the following cases: Â· If it becomes very humid inside the car. Should this occur, the CD player may malfunction. In this
case, eject the disc and leave the receiver turned on for a few hours until the moisture evaporates. When removing a disc from Center holder its case, press
down the center holder of the case and lift the disc out, holding it by the edges. Do not touch its recording surface. When storing a disc into its case, gently
insert the disc around the center holder (with the printed surface facing up). â· Make sure to store discs into the cases after use. Do not use the following
discs: More about this receiver Turning on the power â· By pressing CD or FM/AM on the receiver, you can also turn on the power.
â· When a disc is inserted upside down, the disc automatically ejects. Turning off the power â· If you turn off the power while listening to a disc, disc play will
start from where playback has been stopped previously, next time you turn on the power. While fast-forwarding or reversing on an MP3 or WMA disc, you
can only hear intermittent sounds. Â All previously stored stations are erased and stations are stored newly. When storing a station manually, a previously
preset station is erased when a new station is stored in the same preset number.
This receiver can play back only the files of the same type which is first detected if a disc includes both audio CD (CD-DA) files and MP3/WMA files. â· This
receiver can play back multi-session discs; however, unclosed sessions will be skipped while playing.
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â· Some CD-Rs or CD-RWs may not play back on this receiver because of their disc characteristics, and for the following causes: Â Discs are dirty or
scratched. Â CD-R/CD-RW on which the files are written with "Packet Write" method. CD-RWs may require a longer readout time since the reflectance of
CD-RWs is lower than that of regular CDs.
â· Do not use the following CD-Rs or CD-RWs: Â Discs with stickers, labels, or protective seal stuck to the surface. Â Discs on which labels can be directly
printed by an ink jet printer. Using these discs under high temperatures or high humidities may cause malfunctions or damages to discs. Network-Tracking
Reception requires two types of RDS signals--PI (Programme Identification) and AF (Alternative Frequency) to work correctly. @@@@@@@@This
receiver can show the names of albums, artists (performer), and ID3 Tag (Version 1. This receiver can handle only one-byte characters. No other characters
can be correctly displayed. â· This receiver can play back MP3/WMA files meeting the conditions below: Â Bit rate: 8 kbps -- 320 kbps Â Sampling frequency:
48 kHz, 44. The maximum number of characters for file/ folder names vary among the disc format used (includes 4 extension characters--<. Â ISO 9660 Level
1: up to 12 characters Â ISO 9660 Level 2: up to 31 characters Â Romeo*: up to 128 (72) characters Â Joliet*: up to 64 (36) characters Â Windows long file
name*: up to 128 (72) characters * The parenthetic figure is the maximum number of characters for file/folder names in case the total number of files and
folders is 313 or more.
â· This receiver can recognize the total of 512 files, of 200 folders, and of 8 hierarchies. â· This receiver can play back the files recorded in VBR (variab.
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